


Who Did It First And Who Is ‘The Silicon
Valley Cartel’?

 

Plaintiff #1 is an inventor, CEO, Program Director and
Forensic Investigator

- He built the first fully integrated virtual reality
'Holodeck' and 'CAVE' chamber system.

Who says so?

The United States Patent Office, time-stamped mails between
him, his staff and they key parties, NDA’s, contracts, press
clippings, broadcast news videos, feature news articles, federal
reports, Oliver Stone's Wild Palm's crew, Congressional reports
and other indisputable evidence. The Silicon Valley Cartel of
Sandhill Road frat boy “venture capitalist” guys, examined it
under the guise of “possible investment”, copied it and ran anti-
trust schemes to stop it from competing with their copy-cat
versions. It costs over one million dollars in legal expenses, per
violator, to sue them for their anti-trust and IP violations.

- He built the first company that was later copied to
become Google.

Who says so?

The United States Patent Office, emails between him, his staff
and they key parties, NDA’s, contracts, press clippings, broadcast
news videos, federal reports, Congressional reports and other
indisputable evidence. The Silicon Valley Cartel of Sandhill Road
frat boy “venture capitalist” guys, examined it under the guise



of “possible investment”, copied it and ran anti-trust schemes to
stop it from competing with their copy-cat versions. It costs over
one million dollars in legal expenses, per violator, to sue them
for their anti-trust and IP violations.

- He built the first company that was later copied to
become Facebook.

Who says so?

The United States Patent Office, emails between him, his staff
and they key parties, NDA’s, contracts, press clippings, broadcast
news videos, federal reports, Congressional reports and other
indisputable evidence. The Silicon Valley Cartel of Sandhill Road
frat boy “venture capitalist” guys, examined it under the guise
of “possible investment”, copied it and ran anti-trust schemes to
stop it from competing with their copy-cat versions. It costs over
one million dollars in legal expenses, per violator, to sue them
for their anti-trust and IP violations.

- He built the first company that was later copied to
become YouTube, Hulu and Netflix.

Who says so?

The United States Patent Office, emails between him his staff
and they key parties, NDA’s, contracts, press clippings, broadcast
news videos, federal reports, Congressional reports and other
indisputable evidence. The Silicon Valley Cartel of Sandhill Road
frat boy “venture capitalist” guys, examined it under the guise
of “possible investment”, copied it and ran anti-trust schemes to
stop it from competing with their copy-cat versions. It costs over
one million dollars in legal expenses, per violator, to sue them
for their anti-trust and IP violations.



- He built the first car manufacturing company that was
Tesla’s biggest competitor . The United States
Government financed it, it won more patents and it beat
the tech Cartel’s Tesla on every metric.

Who says so?

The Dept of Energy Documents, Congress, The United States
Patent Office, emails between him, his staff, famous politicians
and they key parties, NDA’s, contracts, press clippings, broadcast
news videos, federal reports, Congressional reports, The Federal
Lawsuits his associates filed and won and other indisputable
evidence. The Silicon Valley Cartel of Sandhill Road frat boy
“venture capitalist” guys, examined it under the guise of
“possible investment”, copied it and ran anti-trust schemes to
stop it from competing with their copy-cat versions. It costs over
one million dollars in legal expenses, per violator, to sue them
for their anti-trust and IP violations.

- He knows and worked with President’s of the United
States, Vice Presidents of the United States, Senators Of
The United States, Mayors of San Francisco, their
financiers and their families and has shared homes with
some of them. 
Who says so?

Photos, recordings, emails between him and they key parties,
White House documents, FBI reports, NDA’s, contracts, press
clippings, broadcast news videos, federal reports,
commendations, proclamations, City reports, purchase orders,
government contracts, checks, voice mails, hacks, leaks,
Congressional reports and other indisputable evidence. The
Silicon Valley Cartel of Sandhill Road frat boy “venture
capitalist” guys are the financiers and beneficiaries of many of
these figures.



- Some well-known parties were the competitors,
operatives, beneficiaries and public policy developers
that approached Plaintiff under the guise of ‘helping’ his
team’s efforts but they turned out to be spying on the
technology and covertly operating together in violation
of anti-trust laws.

Who says so? 
The FBI, the SEC, ICIJ, photos, recordings, emails between him
and they key parties, White House documents, FBI reports,
NDA’s, contracts, press clippings, broadcast news videos, federal
reports, commendations, proclamations, City reports, purchase
orders, checks, arrest warrants against those third-parties,voice
mails, hacks, leaks, Congressional reports and other indisputable
evidence. The Silicon Valley Cartel of Sandhill Road frat boy
“venture capitalist” guys, examined it under the guise of
“possible investment”, copied it and ran anti-trust schemes to
stop it from competing with their copy-cat versions. It costs over
one million dollars in legal expenses, per violator, to sue them
for their anti-trust and IP violations.
 



US Inventor | Innovators, Inventors,
Dreamers, and Builders

 https://www.usinventor.org

We Need Inventors. America Loves Inventors. Join Our Voice --
Help Us Enact Legislation to Restore the Rights of Inventors. We
want to help restore our once-great patent system, a
Constitutional system in which ideas can be protected and thus
shared for the benefit of society.

https://www.usinventor.org/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=usinventor.org+site:www.usinventor.org
https://www.usinventor.org/


 
Home Page | Inventors Network

 https://inventorsnetwork.org

COME AND LEARN: New Trends and WHAT'S NEXT in Prototyping
using 3D Printing, Injection Molding and CNC
Cutting/Stamping.AND LOW-VOLUME PRODUCTION
technologies. The speaker, Gus Breiland, is a Sr. Technical Sales
Engineer at Protolabs - one of the premier digital manufacturing
companies in the world today.

https://inventorsnetwork.org/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=usinventor.org+site:inventorsnetwork.org
https://inventorsnetwork.org/


US Inventor - Home | Facebook
 https://www.facebook.com/USInvent/

US Inventor. 1K likes. Building a community of innovators today
to protect the inventors of tomorrow. Innovation is the
cornerstone of the American Dream.

The adversarial third parties and their politicians, own parts of all
of the competitor companies, get bribes from all of those
companies and are socially involved with the people from all of
those companies per FBI, SEC and private investigators.

Plaintiff was asked to assist law enforcement with white collar
crime stings and task-forces of these cross-state crimes for many
decades. This has resulted in a significant number of high-profile
arrests and public official terminations.

This Cartel, and the State and Federal politicians they own,
operated a $30M+ hit-job on him, in reprisal, using government
funds, servers, networks, employees, contractors and other state
resources.

The government entities who were financed by, working for,
dating, sleeping with, insider trading with, in ‘revolving door’
kick-back schemes with and otherwise covertly involved with,
these culprits must pay Plaintiff for his damages, losses and
other offsets.

The culprits who engaged in these crimes and illicit deeds must
also pay Plaintiff for his damages, losses and other offsets.

Over 300,000 pages of evidence has been filed with federal law
enforcement and regulatory agencies. The Cartel has spent tens
of millions of dollars to lobby and influence enforcement

https://www.facebook.com/USInvent/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=usinventor.org+site:www.facebook.com
https://www.facebook.com/USInvent/


authorities to hold off taking actions on these matters. The
Cartel has spent tens of millions of dollars to run character
assassination, revenge, vendetta, defamation and media attacks
against us.

Our team has spent years influencing the Government to launch
multiple federal investigations, which are now underway, into
each of the culprits.

One of the "Godfather's" of the Silicon Valley Cartel is Eric
Schmidt. He is typical of the Cartel bosses.

Eric Schmidt Has A Psychotic Need To Control Governments And
Society. Eric Schmidt does not think twice about hiring assassins,
media hit-job operators, Black Cube and Fusion GPS hatchet job
providers and bribe-positive lobbyists

In July 2016, Raymond Thomas, a four-star general and head of
the U.S. Special Operations Command, hosted a guest: Eric
Schmidt, the chairman of Google.

General Thomas, who served within the 1991 gulf war and
deployed many times to Afghanistan, spent the higher half of a
day showing Mr. Schmidt around Special Operations Command’s
headquarters in Tampa, Fla. They scrutinized prototypes for a
robotic exoskeleton suit and joined operational briefings, which
Mr. Schmidt needed to study extra about as a result of he had
recently begun advising the military on technology.

After the go-to, as they rode in a Chevy Suburban towards an
airport, the conversation turned to a form of artificial
intelligence.



“You absolutely suck at machine learning,” Mr. Schmidt informed
General Thomas, the officer recalled. “If I got under your tent for
a day, I could solve most of your problems.” General Thomas
said he was so offended that he needed to throw Mr. Schmidt
out of the car, however refrained.

Four years later, Mr. Schmidt, 65, has channeled his blunt
assessment of the military’s tech failings into a private campaign
to revamp America’s defense forces with extra engineers, extra
software program and extra A.I. In the method, the tech
billionaire, who left Google last year, has reinvented himself
because of the prime liaison between Silicon Valley and the
national security community.

Mr. Schmidt now sits on two government advisory boards aimed
toward bounce beginning technological innovation in the
Defense Department. His confidants embrace former Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger and ex-Deputy Defense Secretary
Robert Work. And by means of his personal enterprise capital
agency and a $13 billion fortune, Mr. Schmidt has invested
millions of {dollars} into more than half a dozen defense start-
ups.

In an interview, Mr. Schmidt — by turns thoughtful, pedagogical
and hubristic — stated he had embarked on an effort to
modernize the U.S. military because it was “stuck in software in
the 1980s.”

He portrayed himself as a successful technologist who didn’t
consider in retirement and who owed a debt to the country for
his wealth — and who now had time and perception to resolve
one of America’s hardest issues. The purpose, he stated, “should
be to have as many software companies to supply software of

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/30/business/alphabet-board-eric-schmidt-diane-greene.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/02/27/opinion/eric-schmidt-ai-china.html


many, many different kinds: military, H.R. systems, email
systems, things which involve military intelligence, weapons
systems and what have you.”

Mr. Schmidt is urgent ahead with a Silicon Valley worldview the
place advances in software program and A.I. are the keys to
determining nearly any situation. While that philosophy has led
to social networks that spread disinformation and different
unintended penalties, Mr. Schmidt stated he was convinced that
making use of new and comparatively untested technology to
complex conditions — together with lethal ones — would make
service members extra environment friendly and bolster the
United States in its competition with China.

His techno-solutionism is difficult by his ties to Google. Though
Mr. Schmidt left the corporate’s board final June and has no
official working function, he holds $5.Three billion in shares of
Google’s parent, Alphabet. He also stays on the payroll as an
adviser, incomes a $1 annual wage, with two assistants stationed
at Google’s Silicon Valley headquarters.

That has led to allegations that Mr. Schmidt is placing Google’s
financial pursuits forward of different concerns in his protection
work. Late final yr, a federal court ordered a congressional
advisory committee he leads to flip over data that would make
clear whether or not Mr. Schmidt had advocated his business
interests whereas heading the group.

Mr. Schmidt stated he had adopted guidelines to keep away from
conflicts. “Everybody is rule-bound at the Pentagon, and we are
too,” he stated.

https://www.nytimes.com/2018/11/14/technology/facebook-data-russia-election-racism.html


Google and the Defense Department declined to touch upon Mr.
Schmidt’s work.

Even without these issues, shifting the military’s path isn’t any
easy process. While Mr. Schmidt has helped generate reports
and recommendations about know-how for the Pentagon, few
have been adopted.

“I’m sure he’ll be frustrated,” stated Representative Mac
Thornberry, a Republican of Texas who nominated Mr. Schmidt in
2018 to an advisory committee on A.I. “Unlike the private sector,
you can’t just snap your fingers and make it happen.”

Mr. Schmidt acknowledged that progress was sluggish. “I am
bizarrely told by my military friends that they have moved
incredibly fast, showing you the difference of time frames
between the world I live in and the world they live in,” he stated.

But he stated he had little intention of backing down. “The way
to understand the military is that the soldiers spend a great deal
of time looking at screens. And human vision is not as good as
computer vision,” he stated. “It’s insane that you have people
going to service academies, and we spend an enormous amount
of training, training these people, and we put them in essentially
monotonous work.”

Mr. Schmidt’s first brush with the military got here in 1976,
whereas he was in graduate college on the University of
California, Berkeley. There, he centered on research on
distributed computing, funded by cash from Darpa, an analysis
arm of the Defense Department.

https://www.facadatabase.gov/FACA/apex/FACAPublicCommittee?id=a10t0000001gzneAAA


The work catapulted Mr. Schmidt into his technology profession.
After finishing his graduate studies in pc science, he labored at
various tech firms for more than twenty years, together with the
networking software maker Novell. In 2001, Google appointed
him chief govt.

The search engine firm was then in its infancy. Its 20-something
founders, Larry Page and Sergey Brin, were contemporary out of
a Stanford University doctorate program and had little business
expertise. Mr. Schmidt was hired to assist information them,
offering “adult supervision,” which he did — after which some.

Mr. Schmidt took Google public in 2004 and built it right into a
behemoth, diversifying into smartphones, cloud computing and
self-driving cars. The success turned him right into an enterprise
movie star. In 2009, he served as a tech adviser to the Obama
administration.

In 2011, with Google price almost $400 billion, the corporate
introduced Mr. Page was able to resume the C.E.O. reins. Mr.
Schmidt turned govt chairman.

In that function, Mr. Schmidt took on new tasks, many of which
introduced him to Washington. In 2012, he participated in
categorized briefings on cybersecurity with Pentagon officers as
half of the Enduring Security Framework program. In 2015, he
attended a seminar on the banks of the Potomac River, hosted
by then-Defense Secretary Ash Carter, on the use of know-how
inside the government.

“It was all interesting to me,” Mr. Schmidt stated. “I didn’t really
know much about it.”

https://www.nytimes.com/2004/04/30/business/the-google-ipo-wall-street-an-egalitarian-auction-bankers-are-not-amused.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/10/science/10google.html


He additionally traveled to North Korea, Afghanistan and Libya
whereas writing a guide about know-how and diplomacy, and
dabbled in politics, lending technical assist to Hillary Clinton
within the run-up to her 2016 presidential marketing campaign.

His enterprise capital fund, Innovation Endeavors, was lively too.
It invested in start-ups like Planet Labs, which operates satellites
and sells the imagery to protection and intelligence companies,
and Team8, a cybersecurity firm based by former Israeli
intelligence members.

At the 2016 World Economic Forum in Davos, Switzerland, Mr.
Carter requested Mr. Schmidt to fulfill. He had a proposal: Could
Mr. Schmidt lead the Defense Innovation Board, a civilian
advisory group tasked with bringing new technology to the
Pentagon?

“We were in one of these dumpy hotels, and there he is with his
small entourage walking in, and he basically said to me, ‘This is
what I want to do. You’d be the perfect person to be chairman,’”
Mr. Schmidt said.

Mr. Schmidt said he turned down the function as a result of he
was busy and had no military background. But Mr. Carter argued
that Mr. Schmidt’s tech experience was wanted, because the U.S.
military — which had as soon as been a middle of innovation —
was falling behind companies like Google and Facebook in
software and A.I.

Mr. Schmidt finally agreed. (Mr. Carter didn’t reply to requests for
remark.)



As head of the Defense Innovation Board, Mr. Schmidt started
touring navy bases, plane carriers and plutonium strongholds.
The journeys, which took Mr. Schmidt to about 100 bases in
locations like Fayetteville, N.C., and Osan, South Korea, have
been a definite break from his well-heeled life in Silicon Valley.

“You want to see these things,” Mr. Schmidt stated. “I received
the nuclear missile tour. Things which are exhausting. I received
a tour of Cheyenne Mountain so I might perceive what their
actuality was.”

One of the primary journeys was to Tampa to go to General
Thomas, who is named Tony, the place Mr. Schmidt saw maps
and reside video feeds displayed on huge screens. “Eric’s
observation was that a huge part of what the military does is it
sits and watches,” stated Josh Marcuse, the then executive
director of the Defense Innovation Board who was on the
journey.

The visits made tangible what Mr. Carter had told Mr. Schmidt
about how the military was lagging in technology. Mr. Schmidt
quickly made ideas to vary that.

Some of his concepts have been impractical. Eric Rosenbach,
then the chief of workers to Mr. Carter, recalled Mr. Schmidt as
soon as telling him that the Pentagon can be higher off if it
employed nobody however engineers for a year.

Others have been helpful. At an Air Force facility in Qatar in
2016, Mr. Schmidt visited officers who scheduled flight paths for
the tankers that refueled planes. They used a white board and
dry-erase markers to set the schedule, taking eight hours to
finish the duty.

https://www.norad.mil/About-NORAD/Cheyenne-Mountain-Air-Force-Station/


Mr. Schmidt stated he recalled considering, “Really? This is how
you run the air war?” Afterward, he and others on the Defense
Department labored with the tech company Pivotal to ship
software to the officers.

On one other journey to a navy base in South Korea in 2017, an
intelligence analyst complained to Mr. Schmidt that the software
program he used to evaluate surveillance movies from North
Korea was clunky.

“Let me guess,” Mr. Schmidt said, according to a Defense
Department aide who traveled with him. “You don’t have the
flexibility to change that.”

In December 2017, Mr. Schmidt stepped down as Google’s
chairman however remained on the board. He said he was
seeking a brand new chapter.

“If I stayed as chairman, then next year would have been the
same as the previous year, and I wanted a change of emphasis,”
said Mr. Schmidt. “As chairman of Google, what I did is I ran
around and gave speeches, and went to Brussels and all the
things that Google still does today. It’s much better to work on
these new things for me.”

Google declined to comment on Mr. Schmidt’s departure as
chairman.

By then, Mr. Schmidt’s ties to Google had induced issues in his
protection work. In 2016, Roma Laster, a Defense Department
worker, filed a complaint on the company elevating
considerations about Mr. Schmidt and conflicts of curiosity, Mr.
Marcuse stated.



In the complaint, earlier reported by ProPublica, Ms. Laster, who
labored with the Defense Innovation Board, said Mr. Schmidt had
requested a service member what cloud computing providers
their unit used and whether or not they had thought-about
options. She stated Mr. Schmidt confronted a battle of interest as
a result of he worked for Google, which additionally gives cloud
services.

Mr. Marcuse, who now works at Google, said Mr. Schmidt was
“scrupulous and diligent” in avoiding conflicts. Mr. Schmidt said
he adopted the principles forbidding conflicts of interest. Ms.
Laster didn’t reply to requests for remark.

Mr. Schmidt quickly received caught up in one other situation
between Google and the military. Google had signed a contract
in 2017 to assist the Pentagon to construct methods to
automatically analyze drone footage to identify particular objects
like buildings, vehicles, and people.

Mr. Schmidt was a proponent of the hassle, known as Project
Maven. He stated he inspired the Pentagon to pursue it and
testified in Congress in regards to the undertaking’s deserves,
however was not concerned within the company’s selection of
Google.

But the effort blew up in 2018 when Google employees
protested and stated they didn’t need their work to result in
deadly strikes. More than 3,000 staff signed a letter to Mr. Pichai,
saying the contract would undermine the general public’s belief
within the firm.

It was a black eye for Mr. Schmidt. Military officers, who stated
Project Maven was not getting used for deadly missions,

https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-valley-seduced-the-pentagon
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/05/30/technology/google-project-maven-pentagon.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/04/04/technology/google-letter-ceo-pentagon-project.html


condemned Google for abandoning the contract. Google staff
additionally criticized Mr. Schmidt’s ties to the Pentagon.

“He has very different goals and values than the engineers at his
company,” stated Jack Poulson, a Google worker who protested
Mr. Schmidt’s military work and who has since left the company.

Mr. Schmidt said he sidestepped discussions about Project
Maven as a result of of conflict-of-interest guidelines, however
wished he might have weighed in. “I would have certainly had an
opinion,” he stated.

Last April, Mr. Schmidt announced he deliberate to go away
Google’s board. He had helped create an A.I. middle backed by
the Pentagon in 2018 and had additionally turn into co-chair of
the National Security Commission on Artificial Intelligence, a
brand new group advising Congress on developing A.I. for
defense.

A month after leaving Google, Mr. Schmidt invested in Rebellion
Defense, a software program start-up based by former Defense
Department staff that analyzes video gathered through drone.
His enterprise agency later put more cash into the company, and
Mr. Schmidt joined its board.

The funding led to extra bother. The Electronic Privacy
Information Center, a nonprofit privateness and civil liberties
group, sued the A.I. commission last September for failing to
show over data. EPIC said the group was stacked with industry
executives like Mr. Schmidt and others from Microsoft, Amazon
and Oracle, who could potentially sway the government in favor
of their companies’ interests.

https://twitter.com/ericschmidt/status/1123324575436214272


Mr. Schmidt was underneath scrutiny as a result of of Rebellion
Defense and the way he might push the government to make
use of the start-up’s services, EPIC said.

“We don’t have any public disclosure about what information Eric
has provided to the commission about his business interests,”
said John Davisson, a legal professional at EPIC.

In December, a district court dominated the A.I. fee should
disclose the data requested by EPIC. The fee has launched a
whole lot of pages of paperwork, most of which don’t contain Mr.
Schmidt or his companies. EPIC stated extra data are set to be
launched.

Chris Lynch, the chief executive of Rebellion Defense, said Mr.
Schmidt suggested the company solely on hiring and growth. Mr.
Schmidt said he didn’t advocate for the Defense Department to
purchase technology from the start-up.

He has continued plowing forward. In November, he unveiled a
$1 billion dedication by means of Schmidt Futures, the
philanthropic agency that he runs along with his spouse, Wendy,
to fund education for those who want to work in public service.



Google's Eric Schmidt's 'open marriage'
and his string of ...

S https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2371719/Googles-
Eric-Schmidts-open-marriage-string-exotic-lovers.html
Eric Schmidt, Google's executive chairman, has embarked on a
string of affairs with younger women, including a vivacious TV
presenter who dubbed him 'Dr Strangelove', a leggy blonde
public ...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2371719/Googles-Eric-Schmidts-open-marriage-string-exotic-lovers.html
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=philandering%20eric%20schmidt+site:www.dailymail.co.uk&t=h_
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2371719/Googles-Eric-Schmidts-open-marriage-string-exotic-lovers.html


Eric Schmidt may still be married but he's
NYC's hottest ...

S https://pagesix.com/2019/08/03/ex-google-ceo-eric-schmidt-
may-still-be-married-but-hes-nycs-hottest-bachelor/
The hottest bachelor in NYC right now is 64 — and married. But
that's not stopping gorgeous women from lining up to date
former Google CEO Eric Schmidt, who is said to be worth $13.3
billion ...

https://pagesix.com/2019/08/03/ex-google-ceo-eric-schmidt-may-still-be-married-but-hes-nycs-hottest-bachelor/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=philandering%20eric%20schmidt+site:pagesix.com&t=h_
https://pagesix.com/2019/08/03/ex-google-ceo-eric-schmidt-may-still-be-married-but-hes-nycs-hottest-bachelor/


Google's top lawyer allegedly had affairs
with multiple ...

S https://www.theverge.com/2019/8/29/20837232/google-david-
drummond-chief-legal-officer-cheating-wife-affair-policies
Blakely says "blatant womanizing and philandering" was
commonplace among some Google executives, an allegation
which has been reported about Google higher-ups like Eric
Schmidt, Sergey Brin, and ...

https://www.theverge.com/2019/8/29/20837232/google-david-drummond-chief-legal-officer-cheating-wife-affair-policies
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=philandering%20eric%20schmidt+site:www.theverge.com&t=h_
https://www.theverge.com/2019/8/29/20837232/google-david-drummond-chief-legal-officer-cheating-wife-affair-policies


Google's top lawyer accused of repeated
romances with ...

S https://nypost.com/2019/08/29/googles-top-lawyer-accused-
of-repeated-romances-with-underlings/
Aug 29, 2019Google's top lawyer routinely ignored company
rules regarding dalliances with underlings — and pointed to the
lecherous ways of top Googler Eric Schmidt to justify his
philandering, an ...

https://nypost.com/2019/08/29/googles-top-lawyer-accused-of-repeated-romances-with-underlings/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=philandering%20eric%20schmidt+site:nypost.com&t=h_
https://nypost.com/2019/08/29/googles-top-lawyer-accused-of-repeated-romances-with-underlings/


TomoNews | Google's philandering exec
Eric Schmidt cares ...

S us.tomonews.com/google-s-philandering-exec-eric-schmidt-
cares-about-his-privacy-not-yours-2923454
Google's philandering exec Eric Schmidt cares about his
privacy, not yours 2013/07/23. NSFW Google exec Eric Schmidt
is a love machine at age 58, which is quite an achievement
considering how dorky he looked during what should have been
his sexual prime three decades ago. For all you dudes who have
trouble with the ladies, Schmidt is living ...

http://us.tomonews.com/google-s-philandering-exec-eric-schmidt-cares-about-his-privacy-not-yours-2923454
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=philandering%20eric%20schmidt+site:us.tomonews.com&t=h_
http://us.tomonews.com/google-s-philandering-exec-eric-schmidt-cares-about-his-privacy-not-yours-2923454


EXCLUSIVE: Google boss Schmidt spending
big ... - Page Six

S https://pagesix.com/2013/07/25/exclusive-google-boss-
schmidt-spending-big-bucks-on-womanizing/
Eric and Wendy Schmidt (Getty)Schmidt has been seeing pianist
Chau-Giang Thi Nguyen (pictured here with former fiance Brian
Grazer) (Getty)Google boss Eric Schmidt is spending millions to
keep his …

https://pagesix.com/2013/07/25/exclusive-google-boss-schmidt-spending-big-bucks-on-womanizing/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=philandering%20eric%20schmidt+site:pagesix.com&t=h_
https://pagesix.com/2013/07/25/exclusive-google-boss-schmidt-spending-big-bucks-on-womanizing/


Married billionaire Eric Schmidt's girlfriend
says they'll ...

S https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7319869/Married-
billionaire-Eric-Schmidts-girlfriend-says-theyll-kids-using-frozen-
embryos.html
Married billionaire Eric Schmidt's alleged mistress, 32, 'asked
the 64-year-old ex-Google CEO to fertilize her frozen eggs, but
he declined' - but she still hopes the pair will have FIVE babies ...

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7319869/Married-billionaire-Eric-Schmidts-girlfriend-says-theyll-kids-using-frozen-embryos.html
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=philandering%20eric%20schmidt+site:www.dailymail.co.uk&t=h_
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7319869/Married-billionaire-Eric-Schmidts-girlfriend-says-theyll-kids-using-frozen-embryos.html


The Many Women of Eric Schmidt's
Instagram - Gawker

S valleywag.gawker.com/the-many-women-of-eric-schmidts-
instagram-913796517
If there's one thing you should know about Google's Director of
Open Marriage Engineering, Eric Schmidt, it's that he loves to
fuck. He's also following a select, interesting assortment of
people on Instagram, and by interesting I mean a lot of models
and women in swimwear.

http://valleywag.gawker.com/the-many-women-of-eric-schmidts-instagram-913796517
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=philandering%20eric%20schmidt+site:valleywag.gawker.com&t=h_
http://valleywag.gawker.com/the-many-women-of-eric-schmidts-instagram-913796517


Google's philandering exec Eric Schmidt
cares about his ...

S https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72wlClEZW8s
Google exec Eric Schmidt is a love machine at age 58, which is
quite an achievement considering how dorky he looked during
what should have been his sexual prime three decades ago. For
all you ...
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72wlClEZW8s
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=philandering%20eric%20schmidt+site:www.youtube.com&t=h_
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=72wlClEZW8s


Former Lover Exposes Eric Schmidt -
American Intelligence ...

S https://aim4truth.org/2019/07/02/former-lover-exposes-eric-
schmidt/
The following is a transcript of an interview with a
Google/Facebook/DARPA insider that was conducted with a
member of the Anonymous Patriots, a citizen journalist group
aligned with the American Intelligence Media. The person
interviewed wishes to remain anonymous and for purposes of
the interview will be called Jane Doe. This conversation took
place on…

https://aim4truth.org/2019/07/02/former-lover-exposes-eric-schmidt/
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=corrupt%20eric%20schmidt+site:aim4truth.org&t=h_
https://aim4truth.org/2019/07/02/former-lover-exposes-eric-schmidt/


How Amazon and Silicon Valley Seduced
the Pentagon ...

S https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-
valley-seduced-the-pentagon
How Amazon and Silicon Valley Seduced the Pentagon. Tech
moguls like Jeff Bezos and Eric Schmidt have gotten
unprecedented access to the Pentagon.

 

https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-valley-seduced-the-pentagon
https://duckduckgo.com/?q=corrupt%20eric%20schmidt+site:www.propublica.org&t=h_
https://www.propublica.org/article/how-amazon-and-silicon-valley-seduced-the-pentagon

